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CRF Newsletter
Big Holes in the Southern Highlands
A new area off Mammoth Cave's Logsdon River is
turning out to be fairly extensive. The upper level
Southern Highlands (named after a rugged region on the
Moon) was first entered las t November. Recent work
has generated several new routes, the most direct of
which involves a slimy crawl and two rope climbs.
Numerous leads remain in the pit and canyon complex
through which the route ascends.
Almost a mile and a half of previously unentered
passages had been mapped up until June 29. On that
day, Bob Osburn, Greg Sholley, and Julie Sotsky
mapped 1000 ft. down a long, tedious, but breezy
gypsum crawl. The difficulty of the survey was rewarded
by the hi gh density of fin e gypsum form s. Near their
turnaround time, the crawl ended at a barrier of breakdown blocks; Sholley squeezed up through the blocks
and ~ntcre? a tubul~ passage 15 ft. high. The passage
contmucd m both dtrections with a minimum 60ft.
width.

The followin g weekend, two crews put in 4500 ft.
of detailed survey down the new trunk , named Kacmpcr
Avenue in honor of Mamm oth Cave's most fam o us
cartographer. To the cast, the mai n line ended a fter 1800
ft. , with several large side-passages left un ex plored. To
the west, the tube fork ed, with both forks continuing.
The passage is fairly well decorated witl1 gy psum .
The survey balances the requirements of a detailed
map with sensitivity to conservation . Sketc hing is to
scale on clipboards but, except where a route is needed
to a side passage, direct wall measurements arc avoi ded
in order to keep footprints out of the untrocldcn sediment. Wall measurements arc instead bei ng done by
triangulation from adjacent survey stations, a procedure
which seems to work we ll. A single-fi le tra il is being
established as the survey proceeds.
Goocl leads arc scattered t11ro ugho ut th e Southern
Highlands; the area promi ses to keep CRF survey crews
busy for some time.

Gypsum flowers in Kaemper Avenue . Photos by Rick
Olson
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month.
The CRF NEWSLETTER is a publication of the
Cave Research Foundation, a non-profit organization incorporated in 1957 under the laws of
Kentucky for the purpose of furthering research,
conservation, and education about caves and karst.
For information about the CRF, write to: Ron
Bridgeman, CRF President, 4074 W Redwing
Street, Tucson, AZ 85741.

BULLETIN BOARD
Address Corrections:. Moved? Missing some
copies? (The Newsletter is not forwarded). Send address
corrections to Richard Zopf, 830 Xenia Avenue, Yellow
Springs, OH 45387, with $1.25 for each back issue
requested.
Address Change: Ron Wilson, 427 N. Charlotte St.,
Lancaster, PA 17603-2971. Ph.: 717-394-9240 (H);
717-291-3941 CVV).
National Cave Management Symposium ·hosted
by the American Cave Conservation Association will
take place October 23-26 at the Executive Inn, Bowling
Green, Kentucky . For more information, call Dave
Foster (502-786-1466).
Big Spring (Lilburn) Exploration Fund: Help
support Bill Farr's Big Spring dive (seep. 14). Send
tax-deductible contributions to Roger McClure, 4700
Amberwood Drive, Dayton, OH 45424. Make checks
payable to Cave Research Foundation. All donors will
be gratefully acknowledged in published accounts of the
undertaking. Donors will also receive the unbridled
admiration, respect, and thanks of the dive team and the
hydrological studies project, all of whom stand to gain
much knowledge of the spring's plumbing.
CRF Research Center fund raising drive: Please
help make the planned Mammoth Cave research center a
reality. Send your tax deductible donations to the treasurer, Roger McClure (address above). Funds are also
solicited for the International Exploration Fund
Best Wishes to Gary Leindecker who was married to
Chris Schlaefflin on may 25, 1991.

Notes from Here & There
Past CRF President Ron Wilson recently accepted
a new post as head of Franklin and Marshall College's
North Museum, Lancaster, Pennsylvania. Wilson's
previous post was director of the University of Northern
Iowa museum in Cedar Falls. In his six years at the
University of Iowa, Wilson moved the natural history
museum to permanent quarters, directed fund-raising to
renovate the museum building, developed new exhibits
and educational programs, and left the museum with an
endowment fund standing at $60,000. The North museum is somewhat larger than the Iowa one and hosts
considerably more visitors. Wilson's initial goals are to
plan the renovation of the museum building and to
update the presentation style of some of the exhibits.
Wilson, a vertebrate paleontologist, holds a master's
degree from the University of Kentucky. He served as
president of CRF from 1985 to 1988.

*****

Cave Specialist Appointed at Carlsbad
Carlsbad Caverns National Park Superintendent
Wallace Elms announced that Dale L Pate has been
appointed as the park's Cave Specialist, filling the post
vacated when Ron Kerbo moved to Southwestern
Regional Headquarters earlier this year.
A native of Corpus Christi, Texas, Pate earned a BA
at Southwest Texas State University in 1974. He has
been a hydrologist with the U.S. Geological Survey in
Austin, Texas since 1976, and has extensive caving experience in Texas and Mexico. He began caving in 1970
and has skills in mapping, photography, biological
research, computer programming, and publishing. Pate
has served as editor of Texas Caver and as co-editor of
the American Association for Mexican Cave Studies
newsletter. He was made a Fellow of the National
Speleological Society in 1989. David Ek, who has
served as the acting Cave Specialist, will continue as
Pate's assistant. Pate described his new assignment as
"the opportunity of a lifetime".

*****

Lechuguilla Update
Recent mapping in Lechuguilla Cave, though interrupted by the Emily Mobley rescue, extended the
surveyed length to almost 57 miles. Discoveries include
Northwest Passage-a major passage off the Western
Borehole, and a large well-decorated room (Hudson Bay)
within the new passage. Lechuguilla is expected to soon
overtake Wind Cave, South Dakota (57.4 miles) as the
nation's third longest cave. It is already the deepest in
the U.S. at 1565 ft.
Carlsbad Caverns Superintemlent Wallace Elms
announced that carbide lamps are now banned from use
within Lechuguilla. Elms cited the risk of a disastrous
frre from the large quantities of inflammable elemental
sulfur discovered within the cave.
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THE 1991 CRF FELLOWSHIPS
John C. Tinsley, Chairman, CRF Science Committee
In 1991, five proposals were submitted to the
Foundation, and three of these received funding.
*** A CRF Karst Research Fellowship in the amount
of $3500 was awarded to Mr. Paul Chippindale,
Department of Zoology, University of Texas at Austin,
for his proposal, Evolution and biogeographic history of

Edwards Plateau cave and spring salamanders (Eurycea
and Typhlomolge) : A molecular approach.
The objective is to test previous hypotheses of
relationships among neotenic salamanders that were
based on morphological inferences. There is currently
some disagreement regarding the status and relationships
among some Texas salamanders. Mr. Chippindale proposes to use such techniques as protein electrophoresis,
restriction site analysis of nuclear, ribosomal, and mitochondrial DNA, sequencing of portions of two mitochondrial genes, and flow cytometric analysis of nuclear
DNA content. It is anticipated that this research will
enable species delineations to be improved upon and the
distributions of groups better understood.
The work is timely; many salamander populations
are under extreme pressure as their ecosystem is altered
owing to development and overuse of the aquifer.
Hopefully the results will point towards productive
means of conservation of these remarkable species, in
addition to the high intrinsic scientific value.
*** A CRF Karst Research Grant in the amount of
$750 was awarded to Mr. PhilipP. Reeder, Department
of Geography, University of Wisconsin at Milwaukee
for his proposal entitled Groundwater contaminant
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will be accompanied by water extraction and threat of
contamination.
The Cave Research Foundation congratulates these
perceptive students and their institutions. We wish
them the best of success as they pursue their promi sing
graduate research.

Norm Pace Elected to
National Academy of Sciences
Molecular biologist (and part-time circus ringmaster) Dr. Norman R. Pace of Indiana University is the
latest CRF JV to be elected to the prestigious National
Academy of Sciences. The private organization of
leading U.S. scientists serves as an official adviser to
the federal government on matters of science and
technology. Membership is the highest scientific honor
awarded by the U.S.

pathways in the dolostone karst of southwestern
Wisconsin.
Mr Reeder will assess the extent of groundwater
pollution in the area, and appraise its vulnerability to
contamination by nitrates, chlorides, pesticides, and
bacteria. Infiltration characteristics of the soil are
emphasized, with the goal of developing a predictable
model of contaminant behavior reflecting the hydrologic
characteristics of the dolostone karst, and leading to
development of appropriate contaminant management
practices.

*** A $750 CRF Karst Research Grant was awarded to
Mr. Augusto Auler, Center for Cave and Karst Studies,
Western Kentucky University, Bowling Green for his
proposal Hydrogeological and hydrochemical characteri-

zation of the Matozinhos-Pedro Leopolda Karst of
Brazil.
Mr. Auler will investigate the past and present
hydrogeology of this unstudied karst area. He will
address fundamental questions concerning the region's
hydrology, leading to a general model of speleogenesis
for the region. The results are likely to find immediate
application in efforts to conserve the area and to foster
improved planning of inevitable urban expansion, which

Norm Pace pauses to admire the flowers. Photo by Rick
Olson.

Dr. Pace was honored primarily for hi s studies of
RNA processing in cells. He is the co-discoverer of
RNA-mediated catalysis, a finding that overturned the
"central dogma" in molecular biology holding that RNA
acts only as an intennediary between DNA and protein
synthesis. This finding spurred research leading to a
greatly improved understanding of how RNA functions
in cells. Professor Thomas Blumenthal, chairman of
Indiana University's Biology Department, said " This is a
tremendous and well-deserved honor for one of the
Department's most distinguished faculty members."
Nonn is regularly involved with CRF survey and
exploration at Mammoth Cave. He has al so served on
the CRF Board of Directors.
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ON THE PATH TO GLORY
Larry Pursell

In the rich and varied history of Mammoth Cave a
large number of visitors left their mark by writing their
names on the walls and ceilings. The greatest proliferations occurred in the 1840s and 1870s. However, there
is a curious lack of signatures from the Civil War era.
Mammoth Cave was open for visitation during the war,
but there are only the barest traces of any of those visitors. Some of the rarest of the Civil War era signatures
are those of military personnel who visited the cave.
One of the most distinctive sets of these rare signatures
is found in Pensacola (Pensico) Avenue near the junction with Bunyan's Way. The signatures belong to an
officer and two enlisted men of the Ninth Pennsylvania
Cavalry, also known as the Lochiel Cavalry . 1 Their
signatures are in pencil, approximately two inches tall,
and are easily found on the wall along the ledge directly
across from Bunyan's Way.
The Ninth had been sent to Louisville, Kentucky
. and placed under the command of General Buell. In response to the urgent requests of the residents of south
central Kentucky the Ninth was dispersed across theregion in brigade-sized units to combat Morgan's Raiders.
The Third Brigade was placed under the command of

Major Thomas J. Jordan, and sent to the Mammoth
Cave region. Thomas Jordan was a 41 year old resident
of Harrisburg, Pennsylvania, when the unit was formed
in August 1861, and he was the unit's First Major prior
to its dispersal. Under Jordan's command was a 21 year
old Quartermaster Sergeant, Thomas J. Foose and a 20
year old Corporal, Isaac D. Landis. Foose had been a
school teacher in Duncannon, Pennsylvania. Landis was
from Cumberland County and had been a watchmaker
before being mustered in at Shippensburg In October,
1861. 2
For reasons yet undetermined, these three men
visited Mammoth Cave between being assigned to the
region in March, 1862, and Jordan's capture near
Tompkinsville On July 9, 1862. 3 It has been suggested
that they may have been searching for caches of
Morgan's supplies. Another possibility is that since the
party consisted of the brigade's commander and its quartermaster sergeant they may have been looking for a
place to store supplies that would be beyond the reach of

Morgan's men. 4 While these are certainly plausible
theories, no orders or reports have been located to indicate that their visit was a military one. Perhaps the three
men were simply seeking a way out of the summer's
heat and the heat of conflict with Morgan's raiders.
Research into the reason for the visit continues . .
Jordan was repatriated in December, 1862, and rose
to the rank of Bvt Brigadier General in February, 1865.
Foose was eventually promoted to First Lieutenant in
the Commissary in May, 1863, and Landis rose to the
rank of Second Lieutenant in July, 1864. After securing
south central Kentucky and north central Tennessee for
pro-Union forces the Ninth Pennsylvania Cavalry was
reassigned to the command of General Sherman and
participated in Sherman's "March to the Sea". On
November 22, 1864, Landis was wounded at Griswald,
Georgia, and was mustered out. The unit ended its military operations with the capture of Raleigh, North
Carolina, on April 13, 1865. The last guns fired under
Sherman's command were those of the Ninth
Pennsylvania Cavalry. Jordan and Foose remained in the
Army until they were mustered out on the 18th of July.
During the Memorial Day CRF expedition, a
second set of Civil War military signatures were
discovered on a brief trip into Gothic Avenue. The
signatures belong to members of the 82nd Indiana
Volunteers. These names will be added to the research
effort into the personal histories that form a vital part of
Mammoth Cave history . .

If you have information on significant or unusual
signatures in Mammoth Cave, please write to the author
at 1911 Penns Chapel Rd., Bowling Green, KY 42101.
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1Bvt. Lt. Col. Robert N. Scott, 1884. The War of the
Rebellion, Series 1, Vol. X, 914-917.
2Jonathan R. Stayer, Civil War Veterans Card File,
Pennsylvania Bureau of Archives and History.
3samuel P. Bates, 1870. History of Pennsylvania Volunteers,

1861 -5, Vol. ill, 234--242.
4Lewis D. Cutliff, 1991. Personal conversation.
Photos by Harry Grover.

Mammoth Cave 50th Anniversary
Mammoth Cave National Park celebrates its Golden
Anniversary as a national park this year. 1991 also
marks 175 years of guided trips in the cave. Adding to
the commemorations, this is the National Park Service's
Diamond (75th) Anniversary.
Rededication Weekend was held June 29th and 30th
at Mammoth Cave. Special events included performances by traditional Kentucky musicians, craft
displays, interviews, the Gettysburg peace flag
procession and raising of the large Mount Rushmore
flag, and a rededication ceremony.
Interviews
The interview stage was a center of interest for
Mammoth Cave speleohistory buffs. Three
presentations were of special note.
Talking about "Memories of the Civilian
Conservation Corps", two former CCC enrollees recounted activities at the four camps established between
1933 and 1942 in the area designated for the development of Mammoth Cave National Park. Joseph
Kulesza, former MCNP superintendent and an
honorary CRF JV, began his long tenure at Mammoth
Cave as a CCC employee: "I joined because I was
hungry; I knew I'd get three meals a day ... The CCC was
a paramilitary operation. We did everything ~u.t carr~ a
rifle ... and we ended up being the ftrst to par1.lcipate m
World War II." The CCC was involved in trail construction in the cave, in surface development and in survey
activities. A CCC weekend reunion will be held at the
Park in the fall.
Kulesza also participated in the "Local Cave
Guides" talk, along with former guides Ray Fra?ce,
Coy Hanson, and current NPS interpreter LewiS
Cutliff. The oldest of the group, Ray France started
working at the cave in 1923. Coy Hanson, who ~tarted
as a bellhop at the former Frozen Niagara Hotel m
1937, recalled Jimmy Durante as the most fa~ous .
visitor he escorted through the cave, and Lewis Cutltff
listed Johnny Cash and Ronald Reagan. All ~e former
guides commented on the remarkable change m surface
scenery through the years, from largely agricultural land
and scrub woodland to the present dense hardwood _forest
with abundant deer and burgeoning turkey populauons.
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The "Floyd Collins Story" was presented by
Barbara Collins Geitor, a great-niece of Floyd, and by a
student of the Collins story. Pat Thomas. The latter
relied heavily on Murray and Brucker's Trapped! but
also presented some new material accumulated from.
having worked for the mortician who prepared Colhns
for burial. Geitor recounted the family's oral tradition of
Floyd's discovery of Crystal Cave, confirming the
excitement and fervor the famous caver felt that mght.
The Rededication Ceremony
On Sunday, June 30th, a ceremony was held rededicating Mammoth Cave National Park as the 26th
national park. MCNP was established in 1941, but the
dedication ceremony was delayed until 1946 by the
advent of a world war. On hand for the rededication were
at least a dozen people who had attended the original
ceremony. Also present for the rededication were several
CRF JV's, though the majority in the park were underground on survey trips.
Superintendent David Mihalic introduced the guests,
giving special acknowledgement to the Cave Research
Foundation for its role in proving Mammoth Cave to be
the world's longest cave and for CRF's other contributions to the park.
Roger Brucker, CRF founding member and past
president, presented a plaque to the N_PS on behalf of the
Foundation in honor of the 50th Anmversary. In hts
remarks, he stressed that one "cannot interpret caves or
preserve caves without scientifically studying caves" . He
stated that CRF has "prospered in Mammoth Cave
National Park by placing its first loyalty to the cave",
and he described CRF's primary value to the National
Park Service as "a fiercely loyal, independent source of
continuously revealing truth." Amongst CRF's distinguished contributors, Brucker listed Phil Smith, .
Executive Officer of the National Research Counctl, Dr.
Patty Jo Watson, elected to the National Academy of
Science for her work in archaeology, Dr. Norman Pace,
similarly honored in microbiology, Dr. William White,
pioneer world-class karst hydrologist, Dr. Arthur Palmer
renowned karst geologist, and Dr. Thomas Poulson,
animal ecologist Brucker also presented Mihalic with
the ftrst copy of Stanley Sides' Trail Guide to
Mammoth Cave National Park, commenting that the
new book typified CRFs interest in the park's surface as
well as the underground.
Superintendent Mihalic next presented Roger
Brucker with a plaque in recognition of his many contributions to Mammoth Cave National Park. The rededication address was given by William H. Natcher, U.S.
Representative of the 2nd District of Kentucky . A light
shower ended the ceremony and brought the Mount
Rushmore flag to a fast lowering. Beneath the surface,
CRF JVs were busy surveying, studying, and extending
the known length of Mammoth Cave.
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EXPEDITIONS
GUADALUPES
Carlsbad Caverns NP, President's Day. Feb.16-18
Leader, Tim Moreland
Twenty-seven JVs made the trip to Carlsbad
Caverns National Park to survey and explore in both
Carlsbad Cavern and nearby Spider Cave. Six trips were
made into Spider Cave, netting slightly more than 2000
ft. of survey; Dave Bclski's team mapped 1400 ft. of
that in and around the Medusa Room, where walkinghigh boneyard maze extends several hundred feet beyond
the old map's western boundary. The other trips into
Spider Cave were mostly at the lower level. Roughly
25-30 ft. below the main passages, a distinct level of
mazy passages characterized by damp, dirt-covered
surfaces is beginning to take shape.
In Carlsbad Cavern, approximately 550ft. were
surveyed, adding detail to the New Mexico Room and
the Grand Ballroom. Sloth bones in Lower Devil's Den
were pin-pointed for the map and photographed. Cyndi
Mosch led a crew to a known group of beaded helictites,
and they pin-pointed that location for the map.
Participant~: Barbi Barker, Dave Belski, Tom Brady, Terry
Bolger, Dave Dell, Lysa DeThomas, Kevin Glover, June
Gola7 Bill Greenlee, Tony Grieco, Kerry Hart, Dennis
Helfenstein, Pat Helton, David Kelton, Wieslaw Klis, Rich
Knapp, John McLean, Tim Moreland, Cyndi Mosch, Tom
Rice, Rob Ryan, Lester Sharpton, Tom Shirrell, Bill Tingle,
Dick Venters, Rich Wolfert, Ed Young.
1

Guadalupe Mountains NP. March 23-24
Leader, Bill Greenlee
The location and survey of Majestic Ice Cave was
by far the most fruitful trip of the expedition. On the
trek up to the cave, Lloyd Swartz discovered a new pit:
"The ground gave way beneath my feet, revealing a
small, vertical entrance." The team enlarged the hole and
determined that a return trip with rope would be required
to check out the new discovery, named Lloyd's Luck.

The ground gave way beneath my feet,
revealing a small, vertical entrance.
The team reached Majestic Ice Cave (finally!) after three
hours of arduous hiking . They took sightings to triangulate the entrance and started a survey totalling 180ft. ,
leaving some high leads for others. The team returned to
Lloyd's Luck the next day, but the 200 ft. of rope they
brought was not enough.
The continued survey of Glori Cave was complicated by the disappearance of most of the survey station
markers.
We were unable to locate Wounded Llama,
Vanishing Rolling Rock , or Hegler Goat Caves, but
found the entrance to Diente Cave, discovered in 1990
by a fire-fighter. The cave is named for the profusion of

dogtooth spar lining most of the walls and ceiling. It is
small, with one lead which will require a climber, nonmarking boots, and a handline.
Participants: David Feemster, Mary Caress, Gerry
Atkinson, Jill Phillips, Terry Bolger, Lloyd Swartz, Cyndi
Mosch, Rich Wolfert, Lisa Spillers, Dick DesJardins, Kathy
Schwehr, Mike Goar, Mark Flippo, Bill Greenlee.

Guadalupe Mountains National Park, April 20-21
Leader, Tony Grieco
Lloyd's Luck Cave, discovered during the March
expedition, was mapped and photo-documented, and all
leads were checked. It is a deep (45 m) fissure cave with
little horizontal development. The explorers noted that it
appears to be wetter than similar caves in the area, and
that it contains levels of beautiful speleothems in
addition to several species of cave cricket, spiders, and
rodent bones.
Two groups went ridge-walking in the area above
Lloyd's Luck and the canyon immediately to the east,
checking all holes. None went, but all members of the
party agree that this area deserves further exploration and
geological study.
A team set out to locate Grisham Hunter Prospect
in McKittrick Canyon, which was found, but not in the
location reported by the Park Service. Next day, the Bell
Canyon "Mine" shaft was entered, and Carol Hill took
mineral samples. The shaft is only about 20ft. deep. It
is crumbly, unstable, and not easily entered or exited
without a handline.
Two intrepid ridge-walkers worked the Bone
Canyon area. Many large faults and one or two cave
leads were seen; one was explored, and found to be
choked with guano, some fresh. This is an excellent (if
perhaps disgusting) digging prospect.
Participants: Lloyd Swartz, Mike Goar, Mark Flippo, Bill
Greenlee, Bob Stucklen, Rich Wolfert, Kathy Schwehr, Dave
Dell, Dick Venters, Kevin Glover, Carol Hill, Nancy Attaway,
Steve Attaway, Cyndi Mosch, Tony Grieco.

Carlsbad Caverns NP Biological Inventory
(an independent project, involving many JVs)
Leader, Diana Northup
The biological inventory of Lechuguilla Cave
continues. In March, additional scanning electron microscope mounts were placed in the Void Pool, and swab
samples were taken from various surfaces (gypsum
crust, flowstone, bare bedrock, etc.). In May, five trips
were made to inventory macro-invertebrates (using
pitfall traps) and to collect further microbiological
samples.
Camel crickets dominate the invertebrate fauna.
Sub-juveniles have been caught, indicating that the
crickets are breeding in the cave. Significant finds
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included the presence of diplurans below Boulder Falls,
springtails on pool surfaces above the Falls, and the
sighting of a mite-infested troglobitic millipede.
(Diplurans and springtails are "primitive" orders of
wingless insects).
Tentative identifications of four types of pool
bacteria have been obtained. The expected chemolithotrophs (organisms using elemental substances for
their energy) have not been found to date; three genera
are chemoheterotrophs, obtaining energy from the
decomposition of organic compounds. However, they
grow in low nutrient environments, and thus may be
indigenous to the cave.

with poor results, partly because they omitted one set of
gear and had to share, partly because condensation
proved to be a problem. There are excellent leads
remaining off this passage. The second party mapped
1000 ft. in the first lead-a canyon complex that
dropped into a large, previously surveyed canyon. This
forms an alternative route into the new area, bypassing a
chert crawl.
The third crew went out the T-survey heading so uth
from the River to a side passage (0-survey). A reported
shaft turned out to be merely the canyon by which the
area is entered. Beyond a tight squeeze, a low, muddy
drain continues.

There was no significant difference in numbers and
types of bacteria in pools which serve as drinking or
camping sites compared to rarely-visited pools. Survey
crews are therefore probably doing a good job of not
contaminating the pools, or conditions are such that
human-associated bacteria cannot grow in the pools. It
is necessary that visitors continue to take care not to add
organic matter to the pools, and to take care when
drawing drinking water. Annual monitoring of the pools
for changes in bacterial composition is recommended.
The identification of fungal samples is proceeding:
tentatively, 18 species have been identified, mainly in
the genera Aspergillus and Penicillium.
There was also a trip to Spider Cave in March to
collect corrosion residue samples for Kym Cunningham,
during which invertebrates were also noted. Finds
included troglobitic centipedes, ajapygid dipluran (a
family where the usual tail filaments are replaced by
pincers), and an isopod. Most of the invertebrates
occurred on or near wet flowstone.

Flint Ridge, Small Caves: Two parties went to
Lower Salts Cave to continue the resurvey down the
Quarter Mile Crouch way between the Corkscrew and
Cama de Juan. That done, they started a resurvey from
Cama de Juan towards Dismal Valley.
At breakfast on Sunday, two parties had just returned to camp, while another two had not yet returned
from the River. There was a short morning trip to two
pits near Crow Cave; both pits have passage needing
survey. The deeper (45 ft.) pit has a man-made dam
ponding the water three-feet deep in a canyon passage.
Keith Williams (Louisville Courier Journal) accompanied the party, taking photographs in the second (20 ft.
deep) pit.
Mammoth Cave Ridge: In Mammoth Cave, a party
went to Belfry A venue to survey links between the
recent trunk resurvey and several surveyed side passages.
The trip allowed Kevin Downs, who has taken responsibility for the Bishop's Dome sheet, to become famili ar
with the area. A CRF group with newspaper reporter
Cynthia Crossley and photographer Keith Williams accompanied the survey party as far as Florence Williams
Dome. Crossley is writing a story for a series on the
50th anniversary of Mammoth Cave National Park. A
party continued surveying the confusing group of onefoot wide, twisting canyons in Elmore's Pass, beyond
Ganter A venue.

Participants: Lechugui//a (March}-Dick DesJardins, Lynn
Lazelle, Denis McKeon, Brian Holcum; Lechugui//a (May}David Ek, Keith Kelly, Wyn Wright, Jake Turin, Bob &
Debbie Buecher, Cal Welbourne, Barbara Luke, Tom Ingersoll,
Larry McLaughlin, Margie Robinson, David Glynn, Diana
Northup, Ken Ingham, Dick Venters, Walter Feaster; Spider
Cave-David Ek, Diana Northup, Pat Leonard.

MAMMOTH CAVE
Spring. April 19-22
Leaders, Stan and Kay Sides
Thirty-two cavers and two Louisville CourierJournal reporters participated in the April expedition,
enjoying central Kentucky's finest cool, clear weather,
or "Dogwood Winter", at Maple Springs.
River: The favorable weather report allowed three
strong parties to enter the Doyel Valley Entrance on
Saturday. Two parties continued mapping some recent
upper level discoveries. One group went to the surveyed
end of a tube and mapped 1400 ft. of dry passage to a
shaft across the floor that temporarily blocked furth er
exploration. They experimented with bivouacking but

There was a short trip to Pensacola A venue in the
Historic section to record three recently discovered Civil
War Union soldier's signatures (see p.4) and to describe
named features for the Mammoth Cave gazetteer.
Pensacola Avenue also contains signatures of Belle
Boyd (a Civil War spy) and O.H.P. Anderson (one of
the TB hut patients).
There was a trip to Woodbury Pass to survey a
short crawl off the lower canyon. On Sunday evening, a
crew went to survey another "short crawl" off Robertson
Avenue to finish the survey of that area. They returned
after midnight, completing the expedition's caving, after
surveying 350ft. of dusty gypsum belly crawl. The end
of the crawl plotted up only a few feet from the filled
end of a passage in the Gypsum Maze above Mammoth
River.
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Survey Crews: Logsdon River-!) Rick Olson, Richard
Zopf, Neil Harrunond; 2) Mick Sutton, Roger McClure, Karen
Willmes, Dave West; 3) Tom Brucker, Dick Maxey, Sheila
Sands, Norm Rogers; Lower Salts-!) Jim Borden, Pam
Duncan, Steve Weinzapfel; 2) Tim Schafstall, Howard Kalnitz,
Andrew Porter; Crow Pits-Howard Kalnitz, Pam Duncan,
Stan Sides , Keith Williams (Louisville Courier-Journal);
Belfry Ave.-Kevin Downs, Terri Harrunond, Beverly
Schwartz, Ken Rogers ; Florence Williams Dome--Stan Sides,
Cynthia Crossley (LCJ), Keith Williams (LCJ), Sue Hagan,
Ed Throckmorton; Elmore's Pass-Jim Greer, Greg Sholley,
Yvonne Leight., Rick Bennett; Pensacola Ave.--Sue Hagan,
Larry Pursell, Greg Sholley; Woodbury Pass-Dick Maxey,
Beverly Schwartz, Norm Rogers, Ken Rogers; Robertson
Ave.-M ick Sutton, Stan Sides, Karen Willmes, Greg
Sholley.

Memorial Day, May 24-27
Leader, Jim Borden
Hot summer weather and a cicada plague offered a
fitting opening to the summer season at Mammoth
Cave. The southeast had long been in a summer pattern;
thus river levels were down, affording an opportunity to
take an aggressive stance in the Hawkins/ Logsdon
River complex. The expedition was productive,
although it would have been good to get more done in
Colossal Cave. However, low water levels and motivated cavers needed to be leveraged in the River. Maybe
next year it will rain. Over the two days, 7860 ft. were
surveyed, 2380 ft. of it in new cave.
River: Two parties went to the new upper level area.
Rick Olson's crew experimented with a compact bivouac
setup. The situation was ideal-they had a dry, ~ndy
area in which to bivouac, they had copious leads, and
they were far into the cave. The party conquered
"Bottom Pit", which cuts across the width of the passage, and surveyed 1100 ft. beyond to a wet gravel
crawl. Rats! They picked up a couple of side leads,
finding them too wet for the circumstances, and retired.
After some rest, they worked on the pit, and were able
to connect to an underlying survey, thus reducing travel
time to this area, which still has a "Medusa head" of
leads.

The bivouac was moderately successful, but there
were a few problems: the site was too far from "the
front" leading to long commuting times; the
lightweight kits provided barely adequate comfort; and
there was a reluctance to push damp leads for fear of
becoming too wet to sleep.
The second River party finished mapping the stream
canyon underlying the high level discoveries together
with its side passages, and made a few minor connections among various levels.

Mammoth Cave Ridge: A leapfrog party made a
heroic effort of resketching the whole of Cut! iff Way,
investigating the termini of several surveys. This area
now appears to be largely completed. Surveyed years
ago, but plotted up for the first time as a result of recent
efforts, the main line of Cut! iff Way is now seen to be
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the disjointed southern continuation of Jessup Avenue.
The plot also shows that a stream in a Cutliff Way sidepassage is the feeder for the cascade in Cascade Hall.
A party had a productive day in the Belfry Avenue
area tieing in miscellaneous surveys to the main line
and resketching in and around Bishop's and Felicia's
Domes. There was a short trip to Flint Alley off Ganter
Avenue to survey loops and look at leads. There is
significant undercut development in Flint Alley which
can often be confused with leads. Nevertheless, the
complexity of the passage warrants careful survey. A
party spent most of a trip checking a complex of shafts
near Lovers' Leap (the New York Hippodrome one), but

The party conquered "Bottom Pit", which cuts
across the width of the passage, and surveyed
1100 ft. beyond to a wet gravel crawl. Rats!
not much was turned up. Another short trip went to
Carrie's Pass to check leads. Most were loops which
provided a small amount of new survey. There was
clean-up survey around Boone and Cox Avenues, leading
to a big improvement in the map of that area.
A large contingent accompanied Larry Pursell to
Gothic and Gratz Avenues where they recorded and
photographed historic signatures. Larry identified a new
Civil War military unit-the 82nd Indiana Volunteers
(see p.4).
Colossal: The Grand Avenue trunk survey was extended from the Dance Floor to Colossal Dome, around
Bicycle Avenue, and a short way into the Pearly Pools
Route. The many high-angle and technical shots around
Colossal Dome made the going quite slow.
A party travelled to the River Route and continued
the replacement survey of Ehman Trail for 1500 ft.
Another crew travelled to Jones Shaft and started the
survey towards Colossal River along a sinuous upper
level canyon. They were able to survey to within a short
distance of the intersection with Colossal River. Next
day, a fresh crew took the survey downstream in comfortable stream passage for several hundred feet, giving
us a good start on the survey of the lower levels of
Colossal Cave.
The resurvey of Salts has been plagued by an elusive error in the northern portions of Lehrberger and
Austin Avenues. A party made a trip there via the
Colossal Entrance to try to sort this out by checking
many surveys and making many ties-we will see if
this shook out the error.
Thanks to Rick and Susan Hoechstetter, who did a masterful
first-time job of camp managing.
Survey Crews: River-!) Rick Olson, Richard Zopf, Dick
Market; 2) Bob Osburn, Roger McClure, Mike Lace, Kevin
Dumont; Cutlif!Way-Stan Sides, Howard Kalnitz, LaJuana
Wilcher, Pam Duncan; Belfry Ave.-Kevin Downs, Sheila
Sands, Geoff Parle, Jenny Mirza; Flint Alley-Jim Borden,
James Wells, Alan Cannon; Lover's Leap-Norm Pace, Mark
Ohms, Joyce Hoffmaster, Bill Baus; Carrie's Pass--Sheila
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Sands, Bill Baus, Jennifer Mirza; Boone Ave.--Scott House,
Bob Osburn, Mike Lace, Bob Salika, Jim Borden; Gothic
Ave.-Larry Pursell, Mark Gottlieb, Mike Narducci, Harry
Grover, Pam Duncan, Howard Kalnitz; Grand Ave.--Scott
House, Sue Ecklund, Bob Salika, Mike Narducci, Larry
Pursell; Ehf7U.Ul Trail-Mel Park, Ken Rogers , Dick Maxcy;
Colossal River-!) Peter Gray, Norm Rogers, Mark Gottlieb;
2) Kevin Downs, Joyce Hoffmaster, Peter Gray, Dave
Ecklund; Lehrberger Ave.-Mel Park, Dick Maxey, Mark
Oluns.

George Bilbrey, Steve Irvine, Randy Totten; 2) Doug Baker,
Steve Irvine; 3) Doug Baker, Steve Irvine, Jim Kaufm ann; 4)
Doug Baker, George Bilbrey, Steve Irvine, Chris Cone;
Willow Springs area-Doug Baker, Sean Irvine, Steve Irvine;
A/lens Branch area-Doug Baker, Steve Irvine, George
Bilbrey; Barrell Spring-Mick Sutton, Sue Hagan; Cave
Hollow Cave-1) Sue Hagan, Mick Sutton, Tim O'Dell,
Cathy O'Dell, Bruce Black, Janelle McKean; 2) Mick Sutton .
Sue Hagan; 3) Mick Sutton, Sue Hagan, Tim O'Dell, Cathy
O'Dell.

***
MISSOURI
April through June
Still Spring Cave, a major Douglas County stream
cave, was extended by 400 ft. of survey up the main
trunk beyond a stream junction. The survey, in fairly
large passage, ended at another stream fork in a large,
well decorated room.
The Powder Mill Creek Cave season opened with a
trip to the complicated Hell-Hole series, where 160ft.
of small, twisty canyons were mapped on a trip plagued
by minor problems. Later trips to the Hell Hole added
respectively: 440 ft., half of it in upper level 8 ft. by 8
ft. trunk; 450 ft. of complex, multi-level canyons,
which briefly merged to give a single 60 ft. high canyon
before the levels split off again; 270 ft. to finish the
Hell Hole main trunk. Several leads remain in this
extensive section of Powder Mill.
A wet spell in May disrupted several trips. A party
found that high water prevented entry to a cave on the
Willow Springs Forest Service District discovered last
year. A planned trip to flood-prone Aliens Branch Cave,
in a side valley off the Jacks Fork, was also cancelled
twice by rain or threatened rain . The first time, the crew
didn't come back completely empty handed; in the
Aliens Branch valley they located Whiskey Cave (about
250 ft. long) and discovered two new caves, each about
80 ft. long. The second time, trips to Powder Mill and
Barrett Spring Caves were substituted; the Iauer led to
completion of the Barrett Spring survey, with a total
length of 34 70 ft.
The hiatus in the Oregon County inventory (see
May Newsletter) allowed time for three trips to Cave
Hollow Cave, a large Forest Service cave in Iron
County. The first was a trip to train novice surveyors.
In the process, a small annex cave was found to be an
alternative, if impractical, entrance to the main cave.
The second trip finished off the entrance area, including
the passage where an Indiana bat colony hibernates, and
the third extended the upstream survey for 350 ft.
through a surprizing series of large rooms connected by
twi sty routes . This will probably end the Cave Hollow
Cave survey for this season, with the length now
standing at 3780 ft.
Survey crews: Still Spring-Doug Baker, George Bilbrey,
Scott House, Jerry Wagner; Powder Mill- 1) Doug Baker,

Missouri Cave Inventory
Set to Resume.
The administrative problems delaying CRF's
mapping and inventory program in the proposed lead/
zinc mining area in the Missouri Ozarks are being
gradually resolved . Final details are still being worked
out as we go to press, but no major roadblocks remain
and the inventory is expected to res um e in Augu st.
In an act of bureaucratic cliff-hanging, the Mi sso uri
Department of Natural Resources transferred the remaining Environmental Protection Agency funds cannarked
for the project only days before the dead line for usc of
those funds expired. Jerry Vineyard, DNR's contract
manager, then declared that DNR was unable to cominue
managing the contract, clearing the way for the U.S.
Forest Service to assume direct comrol. Jerry Gott,
managing the project on behalf of the Forest Service, is
setting up the funding as a cost-share arrangement rather
than a formal contract. This is possible since CRF JV's
are contributing more than half the cost of the project in
volunteered time, and has the advantage that the work
can be granted directly to CRF without going through a
lengthy bidding procedure.
All JVs are cordially invited to take part in th e
survey, which includes some very impress ive (a nd of
course some less impressive) ca ves in an especially
pleasant comer of the Ozarks. Trips arc sched ul ed
informally but frequently as people become availabl e.
Call Mick Sutton (314-546-2864) or Scoll House (314287-4356).
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ROPPEL CAVE -WHERE WILL IT ALL END?
by Jim Borden
The Central Kentucky Karst Coalition has been
going through a transformation lately. Things have not
been the same since the closing of the Weller Entrance.
The partnership between the CKKC and the Cave
Research Foundation has grown strong; often CRF
parties in cooperation with the CKKC have worked in
Rappel and this trend will likely continue. Rappel Cave
provides several unique opportunities whi~h pr~mise to
increase the personnel base of those workmg with the
Foundation and the Coalition. Ultimately, this will
serve to make both organizations stronger and will
enable more effective exploration within the whole of
the Mammoth Cave System.
Discovered in April of 1976, Rappel Cave lies east
of Flint Ridge, underlying parts of Toohey Ridge,
Eudora Ridge, Fisher Ridge, and fragments of
Northtown Ridge. It is in close proximity to the 53
mile long Fisher Ridge Cave System, the 4.5 mile long
Northtown Cave, and several lesser caves. With sixty
miles of surveyed cave, it is a significant component of
the Mammoth Cave System.
The cave exhibits both classic ridge-type passages
(large elliptical tubes) and some of the most integrated
and extensive valley drainage to be found anywhere
within the Mammoth Cave System. Elysian Way, for
example, is traversable continuously for nearly five
miles.
Rappel Cave spans at least two and maybe three
drainage basins (Pike, Tumhole, and maybe Lawler Blue
Hole). The potential for extensive discoveries remains

Over 3,000 feet of large borehole was surveyed,
closing the gap between the Fisher Ridge Cave
System and Rappel Cave to less than 500 feet.
high. However, due to the loss of our primary entrances
(Rappel and Weller) over liability issues, we have yet to
realize the opportunity. We expect the length of Rappel
to easily exceed 100 miles, without consideration of
potential integration with currently unconnected caves
The Khan Entrance and first new discoveries.
The Khan Entrance was opened in September,
1989, and provided the first access into Roppel since
1987. On the first exploration trip, James Wells and
Dick Market dug through broken rock at the end of
Outward Bound (the previous "Ultima Thule" of Rappel
Cave) to discover a large trunk complex.
The next weekend, over 3,000 feet of large bor~hole
was surveyed, closing the gap between the Fisher Ridge
Cave System and Rappel Cave to less than 500 feet.
Great hopes were dashed as all the wind was lost in
breakdown. No further leads were found, despite many
attempts. If nothing else, we learned that high level
trunks can be found in Rappel Cave-thus far they have

largely eluded us in Toohey Ridge-giving us a score of
high pushes to think about when we regain access to the
main cave.
Genghis River and Thunder River
One interesting lead pushed in early 1990 was a
dubious looking drain where Genghis River disappears
after taking waters from Khan, Son of Khan, and points
unknown beyond. Many have wondered what happened
beyond this low crawl out of the Water Room. One
party, years before, even dragged wetsuits five miles
from the Weller Entrance for the purpose but didn't get
around to it! The Khan Entrance dissipated further
excuses, so Mel Park and I decided to have a look. The
principle problem was that airflow into the frightening
looking crawl was not evident; accordingly, we presumed that it would end up being one of those low
gravel sumps.
I led the way into the crawl. It got lower, wetter,
narrower, and otherwise looked just plain doubtful. The
only thing going for it was the sound of running water
ahead. Just when things began to look too tight, I spied
a low overflow tube and was soon standing in a fivefoot high canyon with the stream running along its
floor. I shouted to Mel to come through and sprinted
ahead, climbing down two small waterfalls and coming
to the top of a third where the passage split. I followed
the water farther downstream, stopping just beyond the
Fourth Waterfall. There was no mud-just beautiful,
clean-washed canyon. I retreated back to the junction at
the Third Waterfall and followed the dry route. Shortly, I
came to a dome with a waterfall entering and a continuing downstream passage distinct from the Genghis River
passage. Elated at our good fortune, we left the cave.
The next month, James Wells led a party beginning
at the Water Room, and I led a CRF party starting at the
Second Waterfall. Results were mixed; beyond the dome
at the second stream (called Thunder Dome due to the
ominous roar heard when one of Wells' party members
experienced a carbide explosion) the strean1 rapidly dele"
riorated into a sleazy crawl. We called off the survey
after forty-five stations. Ahead, Karen Willmes reported
the passage enlarging again. The other party surveyed
beyond the Fourth Waterfall and shortly thereafter found
an additional20 ft. waterfall that fell into an older,
larger canyon. Unfortunately, the canyon ended in fill in
both directions and the stream continued downstream as
a crawl with fast-moving water; this remains unchecked.
A later trip pushed Thunder River another 800 ft. to
a low near-sump which was later found to end at the
feared bedding-plane crawl. A number of leads remain in
this unusually low-level area of Roppel Cave. Perhaps
with more work, we can find a way to base level that
will lead to the long elusive Pike Spring River System .
Continued .. ..
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Northwest Roppel
The Khan Entrance provides, with a little imagination, a viable route into the BWOB (Black, White,
Orange, and Blue) and Lower Elysian Way. These two
areas are extensive, complex, and intriguing with great
promise for breakthroughs into new ridges of the
Mammoth Cave Plateau. The BWOB perhaps holds the
key to the cave we know to exist in the heart of Eudora
Ridge, and Elysian Way flirts with several ridges where
significant cave may lay. Both sport lots of airflow and
many mysteries-and neither are without their
challenges.
The first foray into the BWOB after the opening of
the Khan Entrance was by Andy Porter, Mel Park, and
myself. The goal was a long-neglected passage named
by Pete Crecelius the Rebuttal Crawl. It intriguingly led
southeast into the heart of Eudora Ridge, with good airflow. Although Pete had reported it as "tight", our
imagination did not prepare us for what we found . In a
passage of incredible airflow, we squirmed, squiggled,
and otherwise struggled to make progress. I was repulsed
and Mel showed little more enthusiasm. Dutifully,
Andy pressed on for several hundred feet into virgin
territory picking up further sources of airflow such that
when he turned around the passage was taking a
respectable gale. Andy vows to return with a small,
enthusiastic partner.

Another frustrating lead in the BWOB is the
Canadian Mist Hike. This is in the extreme southeastern
section of the BWOB, about a mile south of Rebuttal
Crawl. Like the Iauer, it heads east and contains impressive airflow. But, unlike the Crawl, it is an eight-foot
diameter tube which, unfortunately, is filled except for a
few inches, which belch wind. Dick Market led the
fourth digging aLLempt, a long trip from the Khan
Entrance. Again the diggers were left with the optimi stic belief that success was just a few more feet
ahead. The third and most exasperating of the prongs
that point towards the vastness of Eudora Ridge is
named, uncharitably, Clap Canyon after the survey
designation (VD). This narrow, twisting lead has seen
three serious trips that have expanded its known length
close to 2000 ft. It blows air, shows signs of having
carried lots of water fast, and is well into the heart of
Eudora Ridge. Only an endurance barrier has kept us
from returning.
One of the original connection prospects between
Rappel and Mammoth was at the far end of Lower
Elysian Way, the northwestern corner of the system.
Here, the Watergate and Arrowhead Dome marked the
closest penetration towards the lower levels of Salts
Cave, 1500 ft. di stant. However, many of the low level
passages were sumped. One CRF party led by Tom
Brucker made the trek from Khan to Arrowhead Dome
during a period of very low water, but the water was not
low enough. The cave in this area is very complex with
a lot of airflow, so opportunity still exists to penetrate

farther westward across Hamilton Valley towards Salts
Cave.
Access Problems and the "New Weller" Entrance
The basic problem with using the Khan Entrance to
reach most of Rappel (even Northwest Rappel) is the
10,000 ft. of passage to the BWOB. The route traverses
a segment of Genghis River to join the Fisher Ridge
Special for its entire 220 stations of boring, grinding
crawl and stoop-walk. It is about three and one-half
hours of caving to the BWOB, then it is miles to the
other objectives. At a minimum of six hours and five
miles each way, the trip is almost unthinkable.
Fortunately, a number of other intriguing leads
exist in the BWOB. These can keep trips busy for quite
a long time, if we can get in the habit of traversing
difficult cave to an area which was once easily reached.
Dave Weller's efforts at the Weller Entrance and at
Khan are legendary. He also is responsible for gating the
Ferguson Entrance and the completion of the back entrance to Hick's Cave (begun by Jim Quinlan several
years earlier). Unfortunately, the loss of the Weller
Entrance hurt, and Dave lost interest in expending
energy and expense on projects that were controlled by
landowners with a different set of priorities. It is clear
Dave had promised himself not to dig another entrance
unless he was comfortable that his efforts would have a
long-lasting effect. After two years of frustrating negotiation, Dave has acquired fifty-five acres overlaying the
central core of Rappel, with the intention of putting in
the entrance which we so desperately need. This effort is
impressive; he is using heavy equipment and a carefully
thought-out plan. We have executed two radio shots to
pinpoint the location and depth, and he has begun
bulldozing down to bedrock.

When the entrance is completed (depth about 18ft.
below the original surface), we will have access to
North Downy A venue, a mile-long segment of south to
north trunk that once drained the main area of the cave.
Downy A venue can be used to reach the upper reaches of
lower Black River and all of the Elysian Way Complex.
Unfortunately, North Downy A venue is separated from
the main section of cave by a collapse; it is a long trip
from the soon-to-be new entrance. To resolve this
difficulty, Dave plans to tunnel around the edge of the
breakdown, a distance of 20-40 ft., to reach South
Downy Avenue. This phase of the project will be
lengthy, but will provide a fifteen minute jaunt to
Logsdon River and give us access to all the leads which
promise to reach the main heart of Toohey Ridge, onehalf mile south of the cave.

Turning the Corner
The strong airflow in Bunnell Avenue still eludes
us-a breakthrough here in Fisher Ridge would have
interesting prospects. Dick Market plans to complete
the Khan Entrance. Currently, the 28 ft. shaft has an
inadequate culvert. A bit more excavation will allow
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completion and make the entrance safe. This should
commence this spring.
James Wells has forged a revitalization of the
CKKC's own small-cave and ridge-walking projects.
Several caves which were originally worked halfheartedly have turned out to be sizeable caves in their
own right. Already, James has led work that has found
and charted two and perhaps three caves more than one
kilometer in length. Several other interesting cave leads
await work.
When the "New Weller Entrance" is completed, the
exploration of Roppel Cave should resume in earnest.
Roppel still has a lot of work to be done, and will be a
long-lasting frontier for exploration within the
Mammoth Cave System.

BAT TALES
Mammoth Cave Bat Survey
Last winter, biologists from the US Forest Service,
US Fish and Wildlife Service, Kentucky Departmem of
Fish and Wildlife, and Missouri Department of
Conservation completed a biennial survey of bat
hibernacula in the Mammoth Cave area.
In Long Cave, Indiana bats have been declining
steadily from a historical high of about 50,000 to only
2,000 today. The decline is in part due to a poorly
designed gate on the cave entrance. The gate is scheduled
to be replaced with a bat-compatible structure before the
next hibernation season. Colossal Cave's Indiana bat
population has increased slightly, with 550 counted this
year. The little brown bat population is down, but they
still outnumber the Indianas. Dixon Cave has a few
Indiana bats, although it is far from an ideal site. The
presence of Indianas here dates only from the 1960s;
they are believed be be refugees arising from Park
Mammoth Resort's having effectively destroyed the
major (100,000+) hibernaculum in Coach Cave by
building a gift shop over one of the entrances.
The biologists also examined a major (200,000)
gray bat hibernaculum in a private cave. This site
shelters most of the gray bats from Kentucky, southern
Illinois, southern Indiana, and Ohio.

***

JVs attending Mammoth Cave expeditions please
note: The Maple Springs barn houses a small maternity
colony of Rafinesque's big-eared bats. The bats roost
behind bales of insulation on the second floor. In order
to protect the colony, it is important to minimize
disturbance through the summer. Please keep noise and
traffic to a minimum, especially on the second floor.
Rafinesque's bats are moth specialists, and you may
notice an abundance of moth wings on the barn floor.
lnforrruuionfrom Manunoth Monthly, edited by Lois Winters
(NPS).

Mexican Freetail Bats in Trouble
One of the most serious threats to migratory bats in
the southwestern United States arises from indiscriminate bat eradication programs south of the border. The
most immediate threat is to the large overwintering
colonies of Mexican freetails. Alarming declines of
summer populations within major bat caves in the U.S.
can be tied to such practices as burning tires within the
Mexican hibernation caves. This anti-vampire technique
not only indiscriminately elimates all bats (and other
life) present, it also makes the cave impossible to
recolonize due to the thick, sooty deposits that coat all
surfaces.
Representatives from Bat Conservation
International (BCI) recently met with Mexican ecologists in Mexico City to begin the development of a
comprehensive conservation plan for Mexico's rich bat
fauna. Participants agreed on several stages of conservation initiatives, including surveys to identify the most
significant bat caves, the development of less damaging
methods of vampire control, and of course, public
education.
Concerned cavers can help the conservation efforts
by supporting BCI-the membership fee of $25
includes a subscription to Bats, a very informative
quarterly magazine. Write to Bat Conservation !mernational, P.O. Box 162603, Austin, Texas 78716.
lnforrruuionfrom Bats Summer, 1991 .

U. of Arizona Administrators go Batty
The University of Arizona at Tucson received
widespread and well deserved bad publicity over an
astonishing act of vandalism perpetrated by University
administators. Faced with the problem of bats inhabitating their sports stadium, they called in an exterminator,
who suffocated the bats with carbon dioxide. The U. of
A. act looked particularly bad when contrasted with !l1e
University of Florida, Gainesville, which solved an
identical problem by building a large bat roost next to
the stadium before excluding bats from the latter.
Adding insult to injury is the fact that the U. of A. has
resident bat researchers, who were not consulted. The
Arizona Daily Star (April 11, 1991) asserts that the
University of Arizona "wins the prize for the Most
Mindless Response by an Institution of Higher
Learning".
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Lilburn Latest
John Tinsley
The early 1991 Lilburn expeditions were cancelled
owing to snow. We are delighted, for it somewhat
restores our drinking water supply, yet it is frustrating
not to be getting as much done there as we had been
able to do during past drought years. The partial relief
from the drought was due to a single early spring storm
which dumped up to six feet of snow in the Redwood
Canyon area.
Sequoia/ King's Canyon Superintendent Tom Ritter
has made good on his resolution to make cave management a priority for 1991. He has secured funding for a
half-time cave management specialist. This worker will
presumably have the task of drafting a cave management
plan and preparing same for implementation. The park
has never before had a cave management plan-the
establishment of a viable plan has been a CRF goal ever
since we started operations there in 1976. In the past,
cave management tasks have been a collateral duty piled
on an already overworked member of a District Ranger's
staff. The bad news is that the position is not yet funded

on a recurring basis, though a campaign is being
mounted to redress that situation.
CRF has pledged its resources to the Superintendent
to ensure that everything possible is done to implement
a management plan that will serve the caves and their
resources. There will of necessity be opportunities for
volunteer participation in monitoring the cave resources
and helping mitigate the impacts of use.
Two special projects are planned (or Lilburn this
year: Dr. Chris Richards of the Oakland Museum plans
to produce a video describing the water cycle, featuring
the Redwood Canyon karst and Lilburn Cave, and Bill
Farr plans to dive Big Spring. The week-long dive program will require about 40 tanks to be moved to Big
Spring. This will be a larger effort than the previous
dive 'mounted in the early '70s, although it will build on
the information gathered during that difficult undertaking. This will not be a cheap project: CRF treasurer
Roger McClure has created a specia• fund to help defray
the costs (see p.2).

THE UNDERGROUND READER
Guide to the Surface Trails of Mammoth
Cave National Park Stanley D. Sides. Cave Books,

Mammoth Cave-The Story Behind The
Scenery Joy Medley Lyons. KC Publications, Inc., 1991;

1991; 100 pp; paper. $4.95

48 pp; large format. $5.95 Reviewed by Mick Sutton.

Stan Sides' new guide book to the 60 miles. of
hiking trails within Mammoth Cave National Park was
completed as part of CRFs contribution to the Park's
50th anniversary celebrations (see p.5). The large-pocket
sized book fills a long-standing gap, and will help
encourage Mammoth Cave's visitors (and CRF JVs) to
explore the marvelous surface karst within the park,
delightful in its own right and critical to developing a
fuUer understanding of the caves and their relation to the
terrain.

This is the latest in a series of Story Behind The
Scenery booklets designed to appeal to National Park
visitors as both picture souvenirs of their visit and as
readable introductions to the landscape.
Joy Lyons is a ranger in the Interpretive Division at
Mammoth Cave, and her enthusiasm for the cave and its
history is evident in the text. The prose starts off a little
rich for this reviewer's taste ("The earth seemed to roar
awake, buckling, stretching, and heaving as it shook
water from its still damp surface ... ") but the imagery
becomes less startling further into the book. The
overview of the Mammoth Cave story is generally
good, but a bit uneven. Lyons is strongest on history (if
one can forgive the surprising omission of CRF's considerable role-Mammoth Cave is not explored by
"professional cavers"!) and weakest on geology. Lyons
partly redeems the speleological shortcomings by referring the minority of readers who will be interested to
Art Palmer's Geological Guide to Mammoth Cave,
where they will quickly get straightened out. There are a
few outright errors, e.g.- "As the land rose, underground pressure buckled layer upon layer of limestone. "
but for the most part, the text is accurate, and the errors
will detract little for the average visitor.
A book of this nature will sell largely on the
strength of the photographs. While the illustrations are
good, and some are very good, the book doesn't

****
Lechuguilla-Jewel of the Underground Speleo
Projects, Basel, Switzerland, 1991; Large format, hb. $46

This is a hot off the press coffee-table picture book
of superb photographs featuring one of the world's
largest and most scenic caves. The large-format book is
published by the Swiss company that markets the popular international Caving Calendar . This one will
impress those non-caving friends and relatives who
really wonder about your caving obsession.

*** NB: Special Offer for JVs-the Lechuguilla
book will be offered to CRF JV s at a reduced price of
$38 ppd for orders placed before September 30. Bear in
mind that Christmas is coming!
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especially stand out in this respect. The single CRF
photograph (by Dave DesMarais) is printed upside
down.
The Story Behind the Scenery does succeed in its
main aim, which is to give the tourist an affordable and
memorable souvenir which also imparts a sense of both
the grandeur and the fragility of the world's longest cave.

]Vs in Print

lion: Mendelssohn's tribute to Fingal's Cave in The
Hebrides Overture, the Ballad of Floyd Collins, and
Clementine ("In a cavern, In a canyon ... ") are exceptions
that come to mind. There are, of course, countless
cavers' tunes made up while traversing through t11c
depths and sometimes perfonned, and recorded, at NSS
Conventions. And there was the legendary Nylon
Highway -folk/rock music based on cave themes made
by David Foster and distributed free for joining the
American Cave Conservation Association. Yet, with the
ftrst three notable exceptions, cave themes are rare in
music known to the general public, and two of the
exceptions are songs revolving around people, not caves
per se.

Art Palmer, author of Geological Guide to Mammoth
Cave, has written a detailed review of the state of current understanding of speleogenesis in Geological
Society of America Bulletin l.Q.3. 1-21, January 1991.
Origin and Morphology of Limestone Caves is of
considerable interest to all serious cavers. Palmer puts
the geochemical processes on a finn quantitative
footing, but the mathematics should not stand in the
way of the non-geologist getting a lot of insights into
the mechanisms of cave fonnation.

Perhaps the reason for the gap in music inspired by
caves has to do with the small number of musicians
who are interested in the subject (cavers are an exceedingly small fraction of the human population). I think ,
however, another reason lies in a fundamental characteristic of most caves which contradicts the basic element
of music: silence. True, water creates sound when it is
moving. But there is little of that in Carlsbad. What
there is a great deal of is rock, space, and silence. And
one other element: depth.

***

It is this last quality which La11Z and Speer have
captured in "Carlsbad". The piano's repeating, descending refrain is echoed in the soft background flutes and
the careful use of synthesizers which give a ri ch vocal
quality. If one has been to Carlsbad, the imagery suggested by the music is obvious, and even if one hasn't
been there, it will be identifiable to cavers as spclcoinspired.
This is the kind of music filed under "New Age" in
the record shops, an unfortunate tcnn since the impression is more akin to classical music blended with s ubtle
jazz. It is music, if your taste is at all like mine, which
is enjoyable to sit back and listen to (i.e., not just have
as background music while doing di shes or reading a
book). The other selections are, like "Carlsbad", im ageprovoking as suggested by their titles: "Desert Rain",
"Canyon Lands", "Stonnlight". There arc nine selections, totaling about 46 minutes of fine li stening.

****
The above books are available from Cave Books, 5222
Eastland Drive, New Carlisle, OH 45344. Postage and
handling: $1.25 for first book; SOc for each additional book.

Stan Sides is featured in an article in American
Medical News, July 8-15, 1991. The account emphasizes the scientific and exploratory aspects of Stan's
caving career, focussing on his work in Perry County,
Missouri and at Mammoth Cave.

***
CRF projects are featured in two recent NSS publications. The ongoing Mammoth Cave gazetteer project is
described by CRFN' s editors in the Journal of Spelean
History Vol. 24, #2. An outline history of CRF cartography is presented in the June, 1990 (published July ,
1991) NSS Bulletin. For those JV's (few in number,
we hope) who are not NSS members, reprints will be
available from Cave Books.

RECORD REVIEW
Desert Vision David Lanz and Paul Speer, 1987, Narada
Productions, Inc., 1845 N. Farwell Ave., Milwaukee, WI.
Available on compact disc, vinyl and cassette. Reviewed by
Sue Hagan.

This review centers on one cut from Desert Vision,
entitled "Carlsbad". According to the liner notes, the
album "was inspired by the land of the Southwest and is
dedicated to the GREAT SPIRIT of the Native
American." While aborigines did not venture far into
Carlsbad, Apaches did make extensive use of shelter
caves and no doubt found the Guadalupes as inspirational as do modem visitors.
There are few examples that come to mind when
thinking of cave music intended for public consump-

1991 CRF Annual Meeting
The CRF Annual Meeting will take place
November 8-9 in Memphis, Tennessee. Details of tl1c
program are not available as we go to press, but activities will likely include visits to Memphis' Earthquake
Center and to Graceland. A riverboat tour is also
planned, and for those who bring their children,
Memphis has a world-class hands-on children's museum.
All JV's and their guests are encouraged to attend.
Please try to give at least one month's notice. For
details, write or call Mel Park, 1541 Peabody Ave.,
Memphis, TN 38104-3830; Ph: 901-272-9393

CALENDAR
MISSOURI

ANNUAL MEETING IN MEMPHIS
This year's Annual MeeLing will take place November 8-9
in Memphis, Tennessee. Sec o.15 for more information.

MAMMOTH CAVE
Labor Day, Aug.30-Sep.2. Bob Osburn, 314-772-5813
Columbus Day, October 11-14. Dan Raque, 502-459-9456
Thanksgiving, November 27-31. Leader to be announced.
First and la~t dates are arrival and departure dates. Notify the
expedition leader or Operations Manager (Mel Park, 901-2729393) two weeks in advance.

GUADALUPES
Labor Day, Aug . 31-Sept. 2. Carlsbad Caverns NP. Dave
Dell, 505-291-0274
Fall, October 6- I 2. Putnam Ridge. Fritzi Hardy, 505 -3451709
Thanksgiving, Nov. 28-Dec. I. Carlsbad Caverns NP. Kate
Wicclaw, 518-668-2350
Notify the expedition leader, the area manager (Dick Venters,
505-R92-7370), or the supplies coordinator (Jill Phillips, 505344-7053) at least one week in advance.
Lechuguilla Precision Cave Survey, Aug 31- Sept. 7;
Nov 24 - Dec. I. Call Fritzi Hardy, 505-345-1709 (H) . Plea~e
give at least one week's notice. Note: bothr trips are presently
full, but interested people will be put on a waiting list. People
with Lcchuguilla experience will get first consideration. Please
note t11at the survey will from now on be all-electric. There will
be some weekend trips to place survey monuments on the
surface over passages of Lcchuguilla. If interested in taking part,
call Fritzi Hardy.

Aug . 17-18, Sept. 21-22; Oct. 19-20; Nov. 16-17.
Most trips are based at the Ozark National Scenic Riverways .
Notify Scott House (314-287-4356) or Doug Baker (314-8788831). Frequent additional trips will be scheduled for the
National Forest cave inventory project- call Scott House or
Mick Sutton (314-546-2864).

FITTON CAVE, ARKANSAS
Aug. 15-17, Sept. 21, Oct. 19
Trips are limited to 21 people per day; additional personnel will
be asigned to survey in other caves or on the surface. Notify Pete
Lindsley, 12 Orchard Road, Lucas, TX 75002 (214-727-2497
(H), 214-952_2827 (W)), or Jack Regal, Rte.1, Box 190 AC,
Siloam Springs, AR 72761 (501-736-8008 (H)), at least
one week in advance.

CALIFORNIA
LILBURN
Labor Day, Aug. 30-Sept. 2. Big Spring Exploration. Carol
Vesely 818-357-6927
Columbus Day, Oct. 11-14. Cartography, Sedimentology,
Hydrology, Maintainance. John Tinsley 415-327-2368
Jan.25, 1992. Organizational meeting at the home of Mike
Spiess, 12215 N. Friant Road, Fresno, CA. 209-434-3321
LAVA BEDS
Labor Day, Aug. 30-Sept. 2. Mike Sims 503-655-6609.
Thanksgiving, Nov. 28-31. Organizational meeting and field
activities. Janet Sowers, 415-528-6515 .
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